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The presented Thr is a contribution to solve a very interestirrg problem of dynamic
bonded cc)pper powder, under ther shaped charge, of polymer

stic explosive, PISEM.

text, in a clear english language, presenting figures and tables, and a

omenclature abbreviations, with the su;rpont of more than 150

r as line/' .

of basic concepts. lt introduces the mairr parameters problem,

I differences and use. lt is very difficult to resrrrne, in an introductory
nics and problems. The problem of shock b,ehirviour and transmission
materials is very complex (it seems to me the main problem of

the author well introduces the phenomenology of compaction before

bibliogriaphic refer nces. Sometimes the written sentences are written in an extensive
way, but this p ure is normalfrom authors that have an o,riginal latin language. This

er to an easy understanding of the probltruns. lt also shows theway helps the rer

intensive reflecti , from the author, of the discussed problLenrs. The figures are well
reader to understand the developed expr=rirnental set-ups and the

precr:dirrg the fir
The thesis is structured in three partr;. fhe introduction text,
part, is very important to the reader, becaur;e explain the followed

text and pr work, clarifying that "lineor shoped charges, with rigid liners, ore
diffic'ult to be e" and "flexible linear cutting chorge, used in demolition
work:s, i,s the charge, praduced by Explosio", Continuin6;that "it is fabricoted with
the ptlastic e PISEM", having RDX and PETN explosive particles, "and o polymer

itled "literature review", includes two chaptcns regarding the shock
response of inert terials, and the detonation parameters and detonation effects, The

concern Ing rra ission of shock and classic detonation properties. lt is very difficult to
explain scientific henomena, in a short text, covering gas grrn, Hopkinson bar and
conden:;ed expl s experiments. The author focus successfully the main problems,
including techn
text, so many
in heteno

obtained results)
shock tnansmissi in such heterogeneous media. The literature review also cover,
related to detona ion effects, scientific works concerning TNT del:onation properties and

cts expansion, The presented introductory chapters are used to adetonatign prod

further explanati of experimental results.



The secqnd part {f Thesis, "experimental part", includes two chapters (3'd and 4th). lt
shows the materiirls and techniques, and experimental arrange trents and simulations.

This part prove thr! excellent capabilities of the University of Pardubice in this scientific

field of nesearch. Jhe PISEM explosive and the RAZOR charges, and metrology methods

and equipments, {re shortly and well cited. More interesting i:; the 4th chapter, regarding

experimental arrangements and simulations, where the used t lchniques need critical
selec:tion and discussion. lt is not simple to select conditions to obtain clear and useful

results. Many experimental solutions, presented in clear picltur:s of experimental set-

ups, prove the expellent level of experimental developments (ir particular concerning

the rneasuremen! of shock transmission and flyer acceleration). The size of explosive

experirnental set-pps were determined in order of being not influenced by the critical
diametelr. A very ii{rteresting presented and discussed technique is PDV, in the particular

use of rneasurerrpnt of cylinder wall velocimetry, under cylind:r wall expansion from
explosir,'e detonat]ion. Dimensions and solutions are presented and well described. An

extenderd applicarfion, using Razor shaped charges, complc.m:nts this experimental
chapter. A short temptation is always to try simulate experitne rtal conditions, using a

numericpl comput'er code - | must agree that helps the guidance for future experiments
and allow to discdss experimental results - but it is always a simllle numerical approach
in this very well, se and complex experimental work.

The third part cerning "results and discussion" is the mrosi: important part of the
and discussing results of: polymer bonded copper powder underthesis, qresenti

shock; IPISEM tion properties; and Razor shaped chart,es. The 5th chapter is

related to the
trans;miSsion ins

becausel there a

response of polymer bonded copper powdef'. The shock

heterogeneous materials is a very interesLing complex problem,

reflective questio Planar impact results are presented with rlrscussions that help to
claril'y this probl . lt was interesting to see the "P-u" Hu,gotrlot curve, for polymer
bonded copper
discussion and

r, compared with other related materrials (vd. figure 5.7). Also

differenrt materi

promrsrng su

compaction phenomena coupled with shrccl transmission between
s. The Hopkinson bar tests show variations that generate some

ts, presented in pags. 56 to 58, are ve'y interesting and rise

for future research work. The explor ive accelerated inert
the validity of used techniques and rliscussed re:;ults. TheexperrrTlenls prcl

symmetrical i Al-Al result, helps to clarify the phenomr:nz . The measurements of
flyer impact on

results, lt must

+poly Cu target, including shock and particle'relocities, are excellent
cited, with humor and confidence, the sertence of pag. 62 "This

behavic,ur is not
varicrtion in the

for a heterogeneous moterial an'd it is not on error, but o
iol response, captured thanks to the sbitity of PDV to measure

multipkz veloci ". The average velocities used to perfornr irnpedance matching of
, \/vere discussed and the results presented. Th : comparison of results,shock, in P-u

frorn explosive d ven flyer and gas gun experiments, was discus ;ed - obtained values of
"s" ?rre very inte sting but can also be deeply discuss;ed (,ud. Table 5.7). In- contact
explosive load extend the experimental work, proving ll*tL"the Hugoniot curve
obtoined at lowe pressures con represent the shock response'in the poly-Cu liner during
the explosive ing ... supporting the previous conclusion thttt the polymer bonded
copp'er ,powder ack Hugoniot is the same in both lower and higher pressure ronges"



Particle Velocity
explosil'e acceler

Its complement measurements. The num:rical modelling of the
tion of poly-Cu liner, using Ls-Dyna, was a sirnple applied numerical

work for the de tion of parameters constant values. The 5th chapter is concluded by

allowed a better nderstanding of recorded images and results. The 6th chapter shows

detonation of used PISEM explosive. lt is necessary to mention the
excellerrce of surements of detonation pressure, shown ir fig. 6.3, where the CJ

the visualization
wherr it is used

auth,or had se

point is very well
a precise way, al

"Explo $" nume
presr:nted in fig.
obtained values.

Conclucling rema
proves, pot only
extensive, deep
strongllt recom
the candidate,
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Coiwtbra, the :

explosive accelerated poly-Cu flyers. Ther,: are always problems

integral movies - light and short time 1gatr between frames. The

ranges allowing quite quality images, Th,: presented discussion

The presented doctoral dissertation, for the PhD examination,
quality of supervision, but also that we ar€ in presence of a really

nd excellent scientific work, with many ohtained relevant results. I

and support its presentation for defence, rnd suggest to grant to
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ned. The cylinder tests, showing cylindetr rrrall velocity vs. time, in
interesting results also extensive discu:;sel. The correlation with

ical code calculations, allow validation of obtained results, well
.L0, Extracted free surface velocities vs. tire results, also confirm

air blast measurements are important for those that apply these
charges. They always compared with TNT values. Prersetted results show the

nted experimental work. The 7th chap'ter concludes the thesis,extension of prer

showing the charge evaluation in terms of cutting ability and collateral damage
(applied study). cutting performance was clearly presented lry experimental results,
using steel plates

frames, from the
s target material. lt was very interesting to sr e the high-speed video
tonation of the Razor 25 in the air. Resultt; are clearly shown. The air

blast evaluation ncludes this specified applied work, also slrorving clear experimental
fast videos and i quantitative results, very useful for tlrose that need to apply
thesr: charges. clusions close, with short sentences, this diss :rtation of thesis that is

recise and excellent experimental scientific work.a very extensive,


